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Project Environment
 The aim of this project is to combine and apply the knowledge and experience 
obtained along this master degree and try to create a market opportunity by 
developing mobile applications for iPhone devices. The idea is not to become a full 
time mobile developer but perhaps a passive player with some income stream. I am 
well aware that the battle of mobile applications is brutal and some competitors are 
way beyond the rest, with great capital behind them and with excellent programing 
skills. Still the experience, the time invested along with hard work can only bring good 
results. This effort may not be reflected in an overnight minor fortune, but its about 
daring to compete, learn fast and adapt and show what your capable of.
 The project arises as a curiosity to discover how mobile app are created, what it 
takes to start building your own application, what do you need to know to develop one. 
My inclination to start testing on Apple’s iPhone is because I currently own a MacBook 
and an iPhone 4 device. I am familiar with the Mac environment and I have a 
preference for Apple’s software, I also find the iPhone operating system quite 
interesting and therefor I am curious to know what is behind its impressive 
performance.
	 One of the most interesting things I find about this project is the set of skills you 
need to have to start creating applications. You should be able not only to program what 
your idea is about but also in designing what your idea is going to look like. A developer 
must create the code that is going to be the backbone of the application and also he must 
create all the graphic environment that is going to represent that code making it appealing 
for the user. When thinking about what you are going to build you should as well think 
about how it is going to be represented, like the colors, the orientation of the phone 
whether it is going to be landscape or portrait, the buttons, the tab bars, sounds, video, 
wether it is going to use internet connection or not. All this aspects have to be taken into 
account at the same time you are trying to figure how to write down all that you want your 
application to do. So you must combine your creativity and your technical skills to fulfill all 
that you want your application to do.
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 For a  IT student it is very exiting when it comes to learn a new technology that gets 
your attention, use some of your skills and knowledge to comprehend its logic and 
operability, get some conclusions and decide whether it is what you expected or not. The 
challange for this project will be to learn how to create a mobile application by using the 
tools and experience gained along the master. The project has only one requirement, to 
own a Mac because the Apple’s software developer kit only runs on Mac OS. Not being a 
Mac developer requires learning Objective C language. There are plenty of tutorials and 
exercises on the internet to work around. Therefor the first step will be to gather 
information about Objective C, study its complexity and see how much references and 
help can be found. During my studies as master student we have been required to do 
some programming on PHP and JavaScript, this may not be similar but is quite a good 
background to understand and learn a new programming language. 
 Regarding the graphics and the design of the application, there are plenty of 
softwares for image editing such as Adobe’s Photoshop. This would be necessary to 
create visual objects that may interact with the user or that will constitute part of the layout 
of the app. I do have experience using Photoshop so this aspect is well covered and is not 
going to be any problem when it comes to create the look and feel of my application.
	 The methodology for this project will begin by looking for some example of 
Objective C language. Learn some exercises to understand what this language is about. 
The very next step will be to get a copy of the app developer kit. Apple uses proprietary 
software to develop applications called SDK, it can be found on its developer web page 
(developer.apple.com) and it can be downloaded for free. The developer web page has 
also a good amount of tutorials and documentation about the software and the 
programming language. Going to this webpage and see the examples codes is a good 
exercise to get familiarized with the software and the Objective C language. It is also very 
useful to search the web for comments from users reviewing the software. You can read 
about their experience and what problems they encounter. This can give you some 
advantage when you try to program your first application.
	 Once I understand the SDK environment and its different parts involved I will taylor 
my new skills towards what I want my application to do. I will develop my application, 
customizing it to what I want it to look and test it to see its performance and detect 
possible errors. When a final and full operational version is confirmed without errors I will 
make it run on a iPhone Device to see it working in real-life environment. I will compare my 
application with others similar to see what I may be missing or what can I improve. This 
can help me pull-out a better version that I can submit to the App Store for a final stage of 
my project.
	
	 At the end of this project I will be able to answer myself all my doubts. Will I be able 
to use my existing skills, or will I need to learn a new set of skills, and how hard will it be for 
me to achieve my expectations?
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Work Plan
	 The First thing is to gather information about the software developer kit, what are 
the requirements to run the software, and if my computer is able to fulfill those 
requirement. I also need to check the documentation available and maybe some tutorial 
videos about programing with SDK. Inside the developers site (developer.apple.com) there 
are plenty of pdf covering topics about how to build an application, explaining the UI 
guidelines, the frameworks the  iPhone OS uses and the code for some application 
examples. A quick review to some of the documents available could help get familiarized 
with the app structure and the software I will work with.
 Building a personal library with some of the documents extracts will be of great help 
If I need to look for an answer or to understand an specific topic. I will select the important 
information I need to have always available for guidance and help. I will apply the same 
criteria for tutorial videos I may find in other websites that can also be helpful. A third 
source of information is going to be iTunes U, this section available at the iTunes is 
intended to offer courses from Universities all over the world, by searching results under 
the keywords “application development” one can find full courses explaining the Apple app 
software kit and some Objective C introduction. Following some of this courses is also 
going to be of great help to understand and study the technology. 
 After my studying period on the software and the programming Objective-C 
language, I will write a ‘Hello World’ application that will give me a glance of the workspace 
of the SDK and the main frameworks I will be dealing with. This first encounter with the 
developer kit will be very important, it will help me explore the software tools and its 
different workspaces. I am not planing to learn all the programming language, or make a 
deep study of the SDK, I will learn and test the information I am going to need for my 
application, this means I will find and understand and code examples that I may need for 
my app project.
	 My final project will be a compilation of all my learning stages. It will include 
everything I learned since my first application and I will try to apply all the extra information 
I get to learned along the way. I am concerned that I may change my design, even start all 
over if I find that another design fits better my application,  or improves my app 
performance.
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	 After learning how my application is going to be structured I will start designing the 
layout and all the images and objects I will be needing. An applications has to be easy to 
use and at the same time it has to take full advantage of all the mobile resources, specially 
the screen space. I need to design a clean application, easy to navigate through and easy 
to understand. I need to put myself in the position of the user and test the usability of the 
layout. I also have to decide what UI elements I am going to use, a messy application can 
make things too complicated and can also waste space that can be used for displaying 
data info. Dedicating yourself to analyze and determine how you are going to present data 
is going to be important for your application, this going to be the personality of your 
application, and you have to decide if its going to be a friendly layout or a messy layout. It 
may all come down to how your application is going to look like rather that what it can do, 
there are plenty of examples of applications that are very popular due to the graphic 
presentation over other applications that have more functionality but a  quite messy 
presentation. Combining these two approaches could be the best strategy to follow, 
design a useful application that projects its features through a friendly graphic design. 
Once downloaded, the application must have the sympathy of the user within the first 
minutes, after that its only a matter of time after the user decides to delete it and try 
another option. So I have to make sure that my application stays long enough so that the 
user decides it is worth keeping and that it fulfill his expectations.
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Introduction
The 3G Wireless Technology 
and the app stores
 During the past years mobile communications has 
increased enormously, the use of 3G services has 
provided a mobile access to internet based-services 
enhancing and extending the mobility use to many areas 
of our lives. In the near future mobility won´t be a feature 
anymore but a fundamental aspect of many services. 
We’ll expect high speed internet connections, 
entrainment information and electronic commerce (e-
commerce) services wherever we go.
 The mobile phone market is clearly one of the 
most lucrative markets in the world with over 60 percent 
of the world’s population now using mobile phones, the 
mobile companies are competing to create new and 
better products. True not all of all of this phones are 
capable of using the 3G wireless technology specially in 
developing countries where 2G is still mainly used due to 
deficiency of 3G services available. It is important to 
mention that the 3G service is not exclusive for mobile 
phones but it can also be used by other portable devices 
such as amazon’s Kindle or the Apple’s iPad.
	 For the percentage of 3G devices that are being 
used around the world new services and market 
opportunities have arise. With the upgrade of the 3G 
service a phone becomes a smart phone and for each 
new feature it offers, a new market opportunity is created. A smartphone can be 
connected to internet all the time, this means that you can offer any service at any given 
time; airline tickets, car rentals, personal bank account access, movie rental, online theater 
tickets; any service can be offered through a mobile devices with an internet connection. 
Similar market examples can be found with the media content, the social networking, the 
messaging and videoconferencing and the game industry.
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3G Wireless
Combines a mobile phone, 
laptop PC and TV
Features include:
-Phone calls/fax
-Global roaming
-Send/receive large email 
messages
-High-speed Web 
Navigation/maps 
Videoconferencing
-TV Streaming
-Social Networks
Speed: 144kb/sec
2mb/sec
Time to download a 3min 
MP3 song:
11sec-1.5min
Table 1 3G Wireless Overview
	 Taking into account the size of the screen, the keyboard, internal memory and other 
hardware specifications, the mobile handset can be quite limited. Such online services 
being described earlier can be difficult to present through web-based interface. A web-
based service will require a user to open a browser and navigate through the site to get 
what he wants. Since mobile phones are not devices one uses to explore new services, 
but to solve real life situations, these services can be presented as mobile applications that 
can run at any given desired time inside the mobile OS. 
 A mobile applications presents a better solution and a better performance, It can be 
adapted to the system capabilities and the phones features, like the size of the screen. A 
mobile application can run faster and it’s going to be specialized, which means its user 
interface will be designed to enhance its service. 
	 With the big amount of services floating on the internet and many third-party 
software developers willing to enter the mobile application market, many mobile 
companies have opted to launch their mobile application store platform. The application 
stores were thought to offer users a variety of different applications under different 
categories. Each mobile brand has its own app store and offers different apps, it also 
varies the price and the amount of applications stored. 
	 The connectivity that the 3G phones have, has generated a new phenomena not 
seen before by any other previous generation of mobile phones; a network effect. The 
more users a mobile brand gets the more impact it has for current and future users , and 
this is due to the services and solutions this particular brand offers as well as the amount 
of applications available at the app store. The more users a brand has means better 
services, better applications and better network interaction between users, i.e. blackberry 
messenger. 
	 To keep up with the demand of services and applications, some mobile companies 
such as Apple and Google, have decided to free their developer software. By doing this 
any person willing to start developing an application is now able to do so. The application 
software kit requires only a basic registration and all documentation like manuals and 
tutorials are also available for free as well sample codes with different application examples 
to help anyone familiarize with their programming environment. 
	 The strategy behind this is to give the possibility to common people to create 
common applications. For this not only they are recruiting free new developers but with a 
bigger network of developers the quality of the applications is also increased considerably 
generating a bigger and competitive market of applications that is going to add a great 
value to their brand.
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 This master thesis is going to describe the programing environment for the Apple´s 
Software Developer Kit (SDK) and will provide an example of an application using the SDK.
The first chapters of the thesis will give a brief description of what the Apple´s iPhone 
device is, the idea behind the device and the business case for the mobile industry; market 
share for the mobile handset devices compared to other popular electronic devices such 
as mp3 players, game consoles, digital cameras, etc. 
	 A brief introduction about the programming environment will also be described, the 
anatomy of an application, frameworks, tools, design guidelines and also the MVC 
software architecture pattern that the iPhone OS uses. The last chapters are dedicated to 
the app example. The app example will provide the main code, functionality description, 
and all the files involved in the application.
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 iPhone and iPod Touch
Merging Ideas
	 The iPhone and iPod touch were officially introduced  on January 9, 2007. This is 
not the first time a PC company tries to merge with another market, a  couple of years ago 
the Best-Buy Store was selling an Hewlett-Packard handset. This phone was an electronic 
agenda with a phone included, it had  a smaller version of windows enabling an interface 
with a look a like of the original windows in a PC. 
 Merging devices and functions is not a bad idea, actually is a very known success 
formula. Years ago we used to have music, data and internet in separated devices, way 
before we used to have computers and phones lines in different devices. This all-in-one 
concept has been a very popular strategy being repeated over and over. However not all of 
this ideas have been successful, back in 2003 Microsoft introduced the Smart Watch, the 
first device using the Smart Personal Object Technology (SPOT). The Smart Watch was 
going to give access to news, weather, sports and other Web-based data using the FM 
broadcasting, but didn’t quite make it. The interface was too complicated and needed a 
computer to set-up preferences, also the Smart Watch didn’t have a two way 
communication and there was a monthly/year fee for the service.
High-Tech Toys
 In our every day life we carry along a couple of high-tech toy, some with a great 
functionality, others just with an impressive design. Whether it is a smartphone, an 
electronic agenda, bluetooth headset, or an mp3 player, we don’t speculate much for this 
gadgets, we give for granted they come along with our daily basis. The  importance, the 
position and the network effect this gadgets have created goes beyond our 
comprehension, that for some cases, the absence of any may affect our interpersonal and/
or professional environment. 
	 Apple introduced the iPod in 2001, a mp3 player with the capacity of holding 1000 
songs. The iPod was embraced with a great software called iTunes that helped organize 
and sync music to the iPod, charge and sync. The iPod hype was not only because of its 
design and easy operability but the iTunes Software adds a great network value. iTunes is 
the most popular online digital store with the most loyal client base with around 
600,00,000 copies running across the world offering all type of media, songs, movies, Tv 
series, ringtones, podcasts etc. 
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iPod + iPhone + Internet 
communicator
 The success recipe for Apple has been 
merging its already popular devices into a more 
advanced and highly designed device, the iPhone. The 
iPhone offers the combination of an iPod + Phone + 
Internet communicator with a great design and 
sophisticated technology without complicating its use. 
The iPhone comes with one button, the Home Button 
and has one function, to get you back to the Home 
Screen. The idea behind the one buttons is quite 
interesting , hardware can´t be updated once its out in the market, you can´t add buttons 
or controls, so the software improvement is delimitated with the hardware. The iPhone 
manages to solve this problem by having a giant screen with a multi-touch feature. Apple’s 
multi-touch technology not only can handle multi-finger gestures but can detect and 
ignores unintended touches. iPhone runs OSX, the same operating system used in Apple 
personal computers, and is capable of delivering desktop class applications and 
networking, multi-tasking, low power, security, video, high graphics and audio.
	 The iPhone comes with three 
advanced sensors, one is the 
proximity sensor, it senses when 
physical objects get close. When you 
get your iPhone up to your ear to take 
a phone call, it will turn off the display 
and will turn off the touch sensor 
instantly. Another sensor is the 
Ambient light sensor, it senses the 
ambient lighting conditions and adjust 
the brightness of the display to match 
the ambient lighting conditions for 
better user experience. And finally the 
third sensor is the accelerometer, that 
will change the display view from 
portrait to landscape mode every time 
you rotate your iPhone right or left.
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Image1 Popular Smartphones, Blackberry, iPhone and 
the HTC
The Market
	 The following table shows a comparison between the top 5 most sold and most 
popular electronic devices in the world. These devices represent big markets with huge 
numbers of income and revenues. Taking into account the previous table, a company that 
is capable of  holding 1% market share of the Mobile Phones  will be able to sell 10 million 
units. All figures are in millions and data corresponds to the year 2006.
	 Taking a closer look to the Smartphone market, here is a comparison between the 
5 most popular brands. As we can see the market share is being leaded by Nokia phones 
followed by Research in Motion with their popular Blackberry handset.
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The App Store
	 The application store is a service most smart phone companies have, by this they 
enable 3rd parties to create applications offering a variety of services and adding extra 
value to their devices. The six largest application stores are: the iTunes App Store, 
BlackBerry App World, Google Android Market, Nokia Ovi Store, Palm App Catalog and 
Windows Marketplace for Mobile. 
	 There is also a great market share for those who attempt to enter the application 
competition. Apple uses the SDK kit available for free at developer.apple.com to motivate 
anyone willing to start developing for the iPhone, iPod touch or the new iPad. Some of the 
most popular applications are the Facebook app, the Twitterific app, Skype app and 
Spotify app.
	 Apple's iPhone App Store is still very ahead from its competitors, especially in the 
number of applications available for its devices. The Apple app Store is not the first app 
store to appear enhancing the use of mobile devices, there have been others before and 
others after. Big difference is what Apple combines to create apps and make them very 
popular, free software + normal people. 
	 Apple currently has about 170,000 apps available, according to AppShopper.com. 
Its next closest competitor, Google Android, has about 30,000 apps available, Research In 
Motion has more than 5,000 apps available, and Palm has "over 2,000 apps" in its app 
catalog. Meanwhile, Microsoft's new Windows Phone 7 Series will launch with only a tiny 
handful of apps later this year.
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Image 3  App Store
Image 2 The App Stores: BlackBerry App World, Google Android Market, Nokia Ovi Store, Palm App 
Catalog and Windows Marketplace for Mobile. 
The following table shows the comparison made before between the top 4 mobile app 
stores.
Table 4 Apples  iPhone Platform Still Light-Years Ahead. Apple's  iPhone App Store is  still crushing its  peers, 
especially in the number of applications  available to consumers.Mobile apps have been around for years, but 
Apple was the first to make them popular with normal people. Now everyone else in the mobile industry is 
struggling to catch up, and it's  been a big advantage for Apple's 
iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad.
	 How popular can an application be? A good 
example to answer this question is the Facebook 
app. According to The BigMoney.com a Facebook 
user now spends an average of seven hours per 
month on the site, about 3  times more than the time 
spent on Google. It is not surprise then to see that 
the well known social network application is being 
used by about 29 million iPhone users.  
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Image 4 The Facebook app
         THE 
APP STORE 
ECONOMY
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The App Store contains around 170,000 apps 
available for download, made by over 28,000 
developers. App store users downloaded an 
average of 4.8  apps each in december, one 
quarter of which were paid.
Each Apple App Store user spends an average of $4.37 on 
apps every month. With over 58 million app store users, 280 
million apps were downloaded in december generating 
more than $250 million in revenues of which 30% goes to 
Apple and 70% to developers, each month.
The educational 
iPhone 
	 Apple App Store has a vast amount of apps organized under different categories, 
from entertainment to business and finance to weather or medical apps, a ver extended 
variety of application can be found within the store. Among the list of apps available, the 
educational apps have become one of the  most  downloaded applications for iPhone. 
This educational applications can play roles like educational games, language tutorials , 
advanced tools such as periodic tables or even 3D graphic calculators.
	 The iPhone/iPod Touch can be of great use when applying them to the educational 
environment. Learning apps are designed as a study tool for reference or simply for 
educational fun. And learning is not just for students, anyone that wants to learn a 
language or keep up on their math skills can benefit from an education app. iTunes 
currently offers around 59 pages of Education apps that cover pre-school through college. 
You can find apps that help teach sign language, study aides like calculators and 
dictionaries and fun stuff like art, puzzle and quiz apps.
 Here are some examples, the first app is a self-educational application for those 
who want to learn french this is a very good start or tool to continue learning. This 
applications gives you the option to chose between Flash Cards, Basic Phrases, or its 
integrated Dictionary. The second application is a History Map application, this applications 
displays a collections of historical maps of the world. The las application is the iStudiez 
Pro, this application was chosen as the Best Educational App in 2009. The iStudiez Pro is 
a daily planer that let’s you organize your school subjects and assignments. 
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Image 5 French For Dummies, History: Maps of World, iStudiez Pro 2009 Best App Ever Award 
Winner in Education category.
								Besides the educational and useful applications there are other educational 
applications, more personalized and more particular. These applications are created by the 
Universities and work as closer link between the student and the University. Here is an 
example. The University of Texas has created its official application, students can search 
for UT news, check out campus-related events, sports news and scores, browse the UT 
directory or navigate thru the campus maps. The applications if of great use and keeps the 
student up to date with all kind of information, It also allows to get any kind of information 
one may need. Enabling the google maps makes it easier to find a building or any specific 
area within the campus.
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Image 6 The University of Texas 
Official iPhone App
Image 8 Search for UT news, check out campus-related events, keep tabs on Texas sports news and 
scores, tap into the UT directory, navigate campus maps, view UT’s video and photo gallery, and stay 
engaged with your University.
Image 7 The UT Directory
Where to Start?
	 With over 50 million iPhones sold since 2007, Apple has passed RIM becoming the 
fourth largest mobile vendor in the world. One of the things that make the iPhone so 
popular are the apps. These applications can turn your phone into a portable game 
system, a digital camera with photo editing capabilities and many other things. 
Furthermore people are making a living out of creating these apps and make several 
thousand to several hundred thousand dollars. But what does it takes to start developing?
 Apple´s SDK is a free developing kit that requires only a valid e-mail address to 
setup an account. Once the developer account has been set up the kit can be 
downloaded directly from the following site: http://developer.apple.com. It is mandatory to 
use an Apple computer to start using the SDK, the software does not run in a Windows 
nor a Linux PC. Once the SDK has been downloaded and installed in an Apple computer 
the software is ready to be used with no further configuration. Any kind of applications can 
be developed on the SDK without any other extra software, the Kit comes with a UI builder 
and even with an iPhone simulator to build and test how the applications is going to 
perform. If one wishes to submit the app into the App store, Apple charges a 99€/year 
enroll fee. 
 The SDK requires very little programming experience, all tutorials and 
documentation are available in the developers page. The developing kit has a very self 
intuitive and friendly-user interface that makes it even easier to explore and get familiarized 
with the environment. The flowing table lists the equipment and cost for becoming an 
Apple App Developer. Notice that if you already own an Apple computer the initial cost is 
0€.
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Concept Cost
Apple Computer starting 999 €
Software developer kit 0 €
Without enrollment, total 999 €
Apple enroll fee 99 €/year
With enrollment, total 1098 €
Table 5 Expenses for a Apple developer entrepreneur.
iPhone Technical 
Specifications
iPhone 3GS combines three devices in one: a 
mobi le phone, an iPod and an internet 
communicator
Capacity
• 16GB or 32GB flash drive
Camera, Photos and Video
3 megapixels camera with autofocus, video 
recording, VGA recording up to 30 fps with audio. 
Photo and video geotagging and third-party application 
integration.
Cellular and wireless
• UMTS/HSDPA (850, 1900, 2100 Mhz)
• GSM/EDGE (850, 900, 1800, 1900 Mhz)
• Wi-Fi (802.11b/g)
• Bluetooth 2.1 + EDR wireless technology
Location
• Assited GPS
• Digital compass
• Wi-Fi
• Cellular
Sensors
• Accelerometer
• Proximity sensor
• Ambient light sensor
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Size and weight
Height 4.5 inches (115.5 mm)
Width 2.4 inches (62.1mm)
Depth 0.48 inch (12.3 mm)
Weight 4.8 ounces (135 grams)
Power and Battery
• Built in rechargeable lithium-ion battery
Charging via USB to computer system or 
power adapter
• Talk time:
	 Up to 12 hour on 2G
	 Up to 5 hour on 3 G
	 Stand by time: Up to 300 hours
• Internet use:
	 Up to 5 hours on 3G
	 Up to 9 hours on Wi-Fi
• Video playback: Up to 10 hours
• Audio playback: up to 30 hours
Image 9  Actual size of the iPhone
Video Playback
Video formats supported: H.264 
video, up to 1.5 Mbps, 640 by 480 
pixels, 30 frames per second, Low-
Complexity version of the H.264 
Baseline Profile with AAC-LC audio 
up to 160 Kbps, 48kHz, stereo audio 
in .m4v, .mp4, and .mov file formats; 
H.264 video, up to 2.5 Mbps, 640 by 
480 pixels, 30 frames per second, 
Baseline Profile up to Level 3.0 with 
AAC-LC audio up to 160 Kbps, 
48kHz, stereo audio in .m4v, .mp4, 
and .mov file formats; MPEG-4 video, 
up to 2.5 Mbps, 640 by 480 pixels, 
30 frames per second, Simple Profile 
with AAC-LC audio up to 160 Kbps, 
48kHz, stereo audio in .m4v, .mp4, 
and .mov file formats
Mail attachment support
Viewable document types: . jpg, . t i f f , .g i f 
(images); .doc and .docx (Microsoft Word); .htm 
and .html (web pages); .key (Keynote); .numbers 
(Numbers); .pages (Pages); .pdf (Preview and Adobe 
Acrobat); .ppt and .pptx (Microsoft PowerPoint); .txt 
( text) ; . r t f ( r ich text format); .vcf (contact 
information); .xls and .xlsx (Microsoft Excel)
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Display
• 3.5 inch (diagonal) widescreen 
Multi-Touch display
• 480-by-320 pixel resolution at 
163 ppi
• Fingerprint-resistant oleophobic 
coating
• Support for display of multiple 
languages and characters 
simultaneously
Mac System Requirements
• Mac computer with USB 2.0 port
• Mac OS X v10.4.11 or later
• iTunes 8.2 or later
• iTunes Store account
• Internet access
Windows System Requirements
• PC with USB 2.0 port
• Windows Vista; or Windows XP Home or 
Professional with Service Pack 2 or later
• iTunes 8.2 or later
• iTunes Store account
• Internet access
Anatomy of an 
Application 
	 An application contains a number of different files, it contains the compiled code 
which is the executable. It may contain frameworks such as  audio frameworks, video 
frameworks depending on what you are building. Inside the application bundle, the 
package that contains all the necessary files to run the application, are called the nib files, 
The nib files are the UI elements for your application that are pre-laid out, and details about 
the object relationships. The nib files will describe a few different objects and will tell each 
object how they relate to each other. The application will also have resources, such as 
images for custom views, sounds, graphics and other necessary elements will be all part 
of this bundle. Every application also has something called an info.plist, essentially the 
info.plist is a XML that describes some basic functionality or some basic parameters of 
your application.
App Lifecycle
 When somebody presses the app´s icon on the home screen of the iPhone or 
iPod touch, it launches the app and it does some initialization under the hood. At some 
point, a message will appear saying that the app is initialized and its ready to go. It will load 
your main nib for you and if the main nib includes a window, it´ll push that up as well, and 
then it starts waiting for events and something called a run loop. 
 The graphic above shows a loop and it´s basically sitting there waiting for input of 
any kind. Whether that input is network activity, whether its waiting for sign in activity, 
whether that input is touches from a user, could be waiting for an event of press start if its 
a game. All of that, basically, the application is sitting there waiting for that input and go 
process, it will continue waiting for that input until the point in the time where either the app 
crashes or the user decides to press the home button and the application will be then 
terminated and the user will be brought back to the home screen.
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Image 10 App Lifecycle
UIKit Framework
 UIKit provides several standard interface elements: buttons, sliders, text fields, 
labels for rendering text, table views for rendering lists of texts. UIKit has a way of 
interacting with the code. UIKit is involved in several parts of the application, it´s involved in 
starting the application. In fact the application comes from UIKit, It´s called the 
UIApplication class and that´s what gets started when an app is initialized. It orchestrates 
the life cycle, so it manages the event loop for the application and dispatching events to 
the window and the views. It manages the status bar which on the iPhone is the little black 
bar up at the top that, you know tells you the time and network status. Also the application 
icon badge. There are  some applications that have a little star burst with a number that is 
custom, the mail app for example will have a little star burst that tells how many pieces of 
mail have been unread.
Delegation
 Imagine you are in restaurant in another country and you don´t speak the 
language. You might get some food by pointing and grunting, but you have no idea what is 
going on. Understanding delegation is like suddenly being able to speak the language and 
realizing there are conversations going all around you some of which you may want to take 
part in and now you can.
	 Delegation allows for an object or a class to have very contained behavior and to 
provide hooks to someone else for customization. It avoids having to subclass very 
complex objects. 
	 An example of a delegating object is an instance of the NSWindow class of the 
AppKit framework. The NSWindow declares a protocol, among whose method is 
windowShouldClose:. When a user clicks the close box in a window, the window object 
sends windowShouldClose: to tis delegate to ask to confirm the closure of the window. 
The delegate returns a Boolean value thus controlling the behavior of the window object.
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Image 11  Delegation
Info.plist file
 The Info.plist defines and describes the application, there you can specify what 
your icon looks, so you can tell it whether or not it has a special shine on it (what you see 
in several iPhone icons). You can define the status bar styles, have a gray status bar, a 
black status bar or no status bar at all. The orientation can also be specified in the 
info.plist, whether your application only runs in portrait mode, that is in stand up position or 
your application runs only in landscape mode or both modes, you can specify that as well. 
Also you can specify if your app requires Wi-Fi, as soon as you launch, the system will try 
and get all the resources ready so that Wi-Fi is available by the time you launch. 
Specifications on system requirements can also be described here, if you read an app that 
only works on the iPhone, it doesn’t work on iPod Touch, or vice versa, you specify that in 
the info.plist and then the app will prevent loading on a system that doesn’t support it.
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Image 12  The Info.Plist file
Designing iPhone 
Applications
 
	 Architecting an application is more than writing 
programming lines and making sure it works as expected, 
but to create an easy and charming way of displaying those 
programming lines. When browsing applications in the app 
store one may find really useful  and helpful programs but 
with a terrible user interface, sometimes a very useful app 
seems to be so complicated and messy it is almost 
impossible to understand how it works, in the other hand 
we may find a very silly application with great interface that 
mange to capture our curiosity and attention.
	 Saying this, it is important to explain what your work area is going to be, the 
amount of space we are going deal with, how are we going to present our application 
while maximizing the space and view capacity.  As we will see, not all the screen is going 
used for our needs, it will all depend on how we want to present our application and how 
we are going to manage to make it work. This will be a very challenging aspect to take into 
account, we want to make sure our application is displayed as good as possible but at the 
same time we need to offer the necessary controls to work with.
Patterns for Organizing Content
	 The iPhone and iPod Touch come with a 320 by 480 pixels screen, most of the 
time we will have a status bar (image 9) indicating the signal carrier, the time and the 
battery status, but we may be able to remove this status bar in the Info.plist.
	 Depending on what it is going to present and how it is going to present, there are 
different elements that will help you navigate across your application. An easy way to start 
is to insert everything in one screen adding as many controls as possible, but not all of this 
controllers are going to be used by the user at once, so here we are wasting a lot of useful 
space. Image 14 shows an example of a very messy app, there are a lot of controllers 
displayed and there is little space available to present content. This example can illustrate 
the meaning and the importance of managing the screen and the way the user is going to 
manipulate the data, one of the most important aspect to take into account when people 
choses your app, the way you present the data.
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 A very useful guideline to follow is to get screens 
full of data and focus on your user´s data, present one 
thing at a time. The idea behind showing screens full of 
data is to take advantage of the iPhone´s screen, 
displaying the user a particular aspect of data you want 
to present and giving the opportunity to navigate 
instance by instance. There are few different patterns 
that have come standard in the iPhone to represent 
data. 
Navigation Bar
	 The Navigation Bar is a very common pattern to 
use when managing information in a hierarchy, a drill 
down model, it appears at the upper edge of an 
application display just below the status bar and has a 
44 pixels height. A Navigation Bar usually displays the 
title of the current view and commonly has the option to 
navigate back to where we came from. In the image 15 below there is a clear example of 
how the Navigation Bar looks like, notice that the tittle is showing a All Contacts label, so 
we are clearly inside our All Contacts section, and has a go back button to groups. The 
Navigation Bar may have an extra button with other functionality rather than just going 
back, in this case we have a plus button that let us add another contact to our address 
book.
	
A Navigation Bar can display just the title of the current 
view, centered along its with (Image 16).
As soon as the user navigates to another view, the 
Navigation Bar should change its title of the new location 
and should provide a back button (Image 17).
Also navigation bar can contain a second button to the 
right of the tittle to manage content in the view (Image 
18).
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Image 14 Messy App
Image 15 Contacts App
Navigation Bar can contain navigation 
controls and controls to manage 
content.
Image 16 A navigation bar displays the 
title of the current view
Image 17 A navigation bar can contain 
a navigation control
Image 18  A navigation bar with controls 
that manage the content in the view
Tab Bars
	 In case your application can show different views 
of the data, different perspectives on the same data or 
different subtasks related to the overall function, instead 
of using a navigation bar you might choose the Tab Bar. 
The Tab Bar will appear at the bottom of the edge of the 
screen and has a 49 pixels size, and gives the user the 
ability to switch among different modes or views in an 
application.  In Figure 19 we can see the Clock app, at 
the button there is a Tab Bar that allows users to choose 
any of the four functions of the application, namely, 
World Clock, Alarm, Stopwatch, and Timer. 
A Screenful of Content
	 So whether you choose the Navigation Bar or the Tab Bar, they both present a slice 
of your application, a category of data, with different ways of representing data but always 
making sure that you get a screenful of content. The user must understand what you want 
to present and how you want to present it, he must be able to navigate through the 
application forwards or backwards or in between screens i.e. tab bars. The more 
information we display and the less buttons we use to navigate may result in a very clean 
and easy to use application. This easy guidelines can be seen in the apple applications 
that come by factory default in the iPhone and iPod touch, they can  be use as an example 
of how we should build our application. 
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Image 19 Clock App
Image 20 iPhone Music Player, iPhone Safari and iPhone phone keypad screen
Image 21 Model-View-Controller Diagram
Model-View-Controller
	 	 All Apple applications are based on The Model-View-Controller software 
architecture pattern and basically what it does is that it breaks the application, into three 
parts: the model, the view, and the controller. It is important to notice that both the view 
and the controller depend on the model, but the model does not depend neither on the 
view nor the controller. This separation lets us build and test the model independently of 
the visual presentation. 
 There are a lot of advantages when using the MVC design pattern, a very important 
thing is that when break down big things  into smaller pieces you can conceptualize your 
architecture such that there is boundaries between these different pieces. By doing this 
you assign very clear responsibilities making things easier to maintain, plus you avoid 
having a big giant class that controls everything. Another benefit of  breaking down the 
code is once you have separated things and assigned different roles you may as well reuse 
these sources for other purposes. If you create a controller that controls a very particular 
aspect of your application you may use it another time for other application that may 
require this type of control. MVC´s reusability also leads to writing less code when views 
can be reused, controllers can be used and models can be reused. The Model-View-
Controller design pattern assigns objects in your application one of three roles: model, 
view or controller (image 21), but if these three objects are so separate from each other 
how do they communicate?
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Model Objects
	 The model objects encapsulate the data of the 
application they also define the logic and computation that 
manipulate and process the data. Models are not aware of 
the views they are representing or the controllers that are 
manipulating the data and typically they are the most 
reusable objects. The actions created in the view layer by 
the user will be communicated through the controller and 
will result in the creation or updating of a model object. 
When a model object changes, it will notify the controller 
object and the controller object will update the proper view 
objects.
 There are two useful ways the model objects are going to communicate: Key-Value 
Observing and Notifications. The Key-Value Observing or KVO is a mechanism by which 
one object can listen to changes on another object. In this case the controller class may 
add itself as an observer to the model class and listen for changes for an specific property. 
Another way and more general is to use the Notification mechanism, there is a singleton 
class in each application called NSNotification Center which allows broadcast of 
messages. Let say there is a modification in your application due to user activity, a 
message could be created saying for example ‘change of color’, this message will be 
posted as a notification. The notification center will hear that message and then 
broadcasts, so anyone who is listening for the ‘change color’ will receive that message and 
will act according to their particular function.
View Objects
 The view object is what the user is going to see, it 
will display itself and will respond to user actions, it is not 
responsible for storing the data it is displaying. The major 
role of the view object is to display data from the application
´s model object, despite this the view objects don´t know 
about the model objects. View objects will communicate 
with the controller through Target-Action or Delegation.
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Controller Objects
	 The controller object is the brains of the operations it 
is rarely reusable, is the intermediary object, the controller 
will deal between one or more of the view objects and one 
or more of the model objects. Controllers are the conduit 
through which views will learn about modifications in the 
model objects and vice versa. The controller will 
acknowledge user actions made in the view object then tell 
the model object about the modifications and changes. 
When the model object changes, the controller object will 
communicate the changes to the view objects so that they 
are displayed.
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Navigation Controllers
	 Navigation controllers are used to mange the presentation of hierarchical data in 
your application. A navigation controller manages a self-contained view hierarchical whose 
contents are composed partly of views that are imposed directly by the navigation 
controller and partly of views managed by custom view controllers you provide. In other 
words the custom views you will provide will be screens with data and the navigation 
controller will provide the navigation between those screens.
 Even though most of the navigation interface will be filled by your custom content, 
there are still places where your code must interact with the navigation controller object. 
Not only you must tell the navigation controller when to display a new view, but you must 
also display context in the navigation bar about the user´s place in the navigation hierarchy. 
You can also add a toolbar that is going to be managed by the navigation controller.
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image 22  The views of a navigation interface
480 px
status bar 20px
tool bar 44 px
top view 372 px
navigation bar 44px
Anatomy of a Navigation Interface
 As was mentioned before the primary function of the navigation controllers was to 
manage the presenting of your screens´ data, but also it is responsible for presenting some 
custom views of its own. Basically what the navigation controller is going to present is the 
navigation bar, that will include a back button along with some buttons you may 
customize. So you will create your view controllers and the Navigation Controller will add 
automatically its own views and will update them to help navigate across the content. 
Image 18 shows the key views of a navigation interface
The Top View Controller
 The Top View Controllers or Custom View controllers is where your custom content 
is displayed, is the most important view, this Top View defines the Navigation Bar and the 
Tool Bar (the Tool Bar is a new feature appearing in the iPhone OS 3.0 and later, previous 
version iPhone 2.0 doesn’t have this bar). The Top View controllers is everything in the 
middle, in this case image 23 shows a screenshot of the Mail app, the Top View Controller 
is located between the Navigation Bar and the Tool Bar.
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Image 23  Top View 
Controller
	 Take into account that the Navigation Controller will automatically add its custom 
views, a 44 px Navigation Bar and another 44 px at the bottom for the Tool Bar if needed 
(plus a 20 px status bar). When working with the Interface Builder the default size of the 
screen is 320 by 480 px, that is the full screen, much bigger than the available space on 
the screen when you are presenting inside of a Navigation Controller. If you set all of your 
structs and springs correctly in Interface Builder, when your Navigation Controller takes 
position and makes it shorter everything will relay out and resize down to the new size so it 
all fits.
Defining the Custom View 
Controllers for a Navigation Interface
		
	 Before implementing a navigation interface you have to decide what are you going 
to present at each state of your application. Each state will contain information about the 
next stage and so on. For example, in the iPhoto application, at its first stage you have the 
list of albums available. Once you click the album, the photos inside that album will display, 
and a navigation bar at the top will give you the possibility to go back to the list of albums. 
Later you may choose what photo to display in a larger version, this will be the last stage 
of your application, and it will also have a navigation bar that will let you go back to see the 
previous stage, the photos contained in the album you just choose.
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Album list controller Photo Album controller Photo controller
Image 24 View Controllers
	 This is the basic idea of how to manage hierarchy information in an application. You 
first have a list controller with the main with the first information, for the case of the iPhoto, 
this is where the albums are. Then we are going to get another List controller with a more 
particular information, say the pictures inside the album you choose. And finally we have 
the Detail Controller that is going to present the final information you desire, or the picture 
you want to see in iPhoto.
Scroll View and Table View
	 The Scroll View is used when our information is too large to be displayed in one 
window, the Scroll View allows us to scroll and see the rest of the information. Normally the 
scroll view is used when we are working with text or web content. The Scroll View will 
display part of the information in the window and will allows to move the document within 
the view parameters. The Scroll View not only enables vertical scrolling but horizontal 
scrolling, so we can also scroll  images that cannot be displayed in a window.	
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Image 25 Hierarchal views
Image 26 Scroll View
 The Scroll View uses the Application Kit framework class called NSScrollView this 
class will provide the scrolling service to its document view. This is the only view that an 
application must provide a scroll view. The document view is then responsible for creating 
and managing the content scrolled by a scroll view, in other words the document view is 
responsible to establish the boundaries of the scroll view. The NSScontroller class provides 
the necessary elements to allow the user scroll the content of the document view.The 
Scrolling will typically response to a user clicking a scroller or dragging the scroll knob, 
which sends the NSScrollView instance a private message action message telling it to 
scroll based on the scroller’s state. 
	 A table view displays a set of information that can be scrollable that may be divided 
into sections. Table views are dynamic user-interface objects frequently found in iOS-
based applications, particularly productivity applications. They have many purposes:
• To let users navigate through hierarchically structured data
• To present an indexed list of items
• To display detail information and controls in visually distinct groupings
• To present a selectable list of options
	 A table view has only one column and allows vertical scrolling only. It consists of 
rows in sections. Each section can have a header and a footer that displays text or an 
image. However, most of the time table views have only one section with no visible header 
or footer. A table view can have its own header and footer, distinct from any section; the 
table header appears before the first row of the first section, and the table footer appears 
after the last row of the last section. When navigating through hierarchical distribution the 
second view table will display a header with a default navigation bar allowing the user to go 
back to the main table view. Unlike the Scroll View the Table view is an instance of UIKit 
framework.
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Image 27 Table View
PhraseBook app 
English - Catalan 
	 Every year thousands of students travel across the world pursuing educatioal 
opportunities in  another country. The length of the study can range from one week to a 
whole academic year to an entire degree that can last several years. This new quest 
supposes some changes in the lifestyle of every student. Depending on the country of 
selection, this changes can be gastronomical, cultural or linguistic among others. 
	 Every year Barcelona receives thousands of students wiling to experience the life 
style of the Catalan city. Few of this students are able to speak the official language of the 
city, the catalan language. To help foreign students with the language issue the 
government and the universities have structured free courses of catalan for those students 
willing to learn the language. This courses are offered in most of the Universities of 
Barcelona. 
	 When a student is admitted at a university in Barcelona, most of the time he will 
receive a phrase book covering the most common situations with two list of words, one in 
the language of choice and the other with the catalan expression. This book is of great use 
to become acquainted with the language and to get familiarized with the catalan society. 
The following figure shows some examples of the phrase book offered by some 
universities, this publisher offers up to 14 different language phrase books.
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Chinese - Catalan Dutch - Catalan English - Catalan French - Catalan Spanish - Catalan
Image 28 University Phrase Books
	 Any of this publications can easily be turned into an iPhone/iPod and even iPad 
application. The app version of the Phrase Book supposes great advantages. like 
worldwide reach. By being submitted on the Apples App store, this app can be 
downloaded from any computer, iPhone/iPod and iPad in the world. Students can carry 
this application on their iPhone using very little space and make use of it at any given time. 
This app does not require any printing or publishing expenses. Contrary with a hard copy, 
this app can be improved with very little effort  and the App store offers statistics such as 
number of downloads with users review. It purpose is to be a quick reference and not a 
tutorial. It is a fast and effective way of searching a word or words regarding an specific 
category such as transportation, vegetables or places. The user will make use of the 
application as educative tool for learning catalan language.
	 As a master student I had the opportunity to live and study in Barcelona, 
experience its lifestyle and learn a new language. Learning the catalan language was 
important to understand and interact with its society, therefore learning the language was 
part of my everyday activity. Twice a week I will attend a 2 hour class given at the UPC, the 
courses were given depending on your understanding of the language. I had quite a hard 
time to express my self at the beginning I would look at my English - Catalan phrasebook 
for words and spelling reference. Is then when I decided to extract the most useful words 
and write them down on a sheet of paper, these words were the ones that I used the most 
and that I should learn first. The idea of creating an application sorting these words came 
from this situation. Creating an application with the words I needed to learn was a faster 
approach since I had my iPhone with me everyday and locating a word was quite faster 
because they were in order. In the piece of paper that I used the words were not in order, 
and it took me a little to find a word. My application was working perfectly for me and 
helped me learned and improve my writing and oral skills. After this point I decided to 
improve it and add a better structure, I added categories instead of just sorting a list of 
words. This solution not only helped me to learn catalan but encouraged me to learn more 
and more about application development.
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Model Structure
	 There plenty of ways to present hierarchy information, specially when using a table 
view, you can display a set of arrays representing the next stage, but you can also use a 
set of view outlets. My application has a table view in its main window displaying 
information with a hierarchical navigating structure. The data in the table view points to a 
next view displaying more details about the option selected. When I started to program my 
application my first approach was to create a set of arrays, this arrays were represented in 
a table view, the applications worked perfectly. Soon I found out while reading on a blog, 
that using a set of arrays was a wast of resources, the blogger commented that the arrays 
were used when the action required the use of more complicated actions such as video or 
audio. Instead the blog suggested the use of view outlets. By using views the application 
became faster, the change of screens along the applications was faster and the size of the 
whole file was smaller. The only negative aspect I found was that by using views the slide 
effect was not available, the slide effect is available when using arrays but as I mention 
before this approach was not the best option. 
 All images and backgrounds were created using Adobe’s Photoshop 2. All the 
graphic elements were added to the application’s library and they are part of the layout. 
Every visual element was carefully situated to avoid any messy feeling and waste of space 
that could be used to display data. The application also counts with an iAd banner at the 
button of the screen, this is a new framework added to the lasted SDK version. The iAd is 
designed to display commercial adds inside the application to generate some income 
revenue to the developer. I include the iAd in every view in my applications. The application 
is going to be for free, it is intended to be for students willing to learn catalan so the idea 
behind is to generate a small income by using the iAd framework. 
	 The application runs only in portrait mode, the landscape mode makes it very 
difficult to work with. I disable this option to avoid changing from portrait to landscape I 
think a table view is better displayed in portrait rather than landscape, besides is annoying 
when an application switches between these two orientations. A table view displays 
information vertically and the landscape orientation will only limit the amount of information 
that can be displayed.
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Project app: 
writing the code 
	 The application main window uses a tableView that covers most of the screen, 
each cell in the table view stands for a   category of words. Each category represents a list 
of words about a particular matter, for example the category Animals, has a list of animal 
names, the category Colors, has a list of colors, etc. Each cell is linked to a new view that 
will display the words corresponding to the category chosen. The application works as a 
horizontal flow, once you click on a cell, a new view will appear, then you can go 
backwards and chose another cell. 
The first thing to do is to set the environment and 
create the views for each category. This is going 
to be set in our RootViewController.h
! NSMutableArray *array; 
! NSDictionary *words;
! IBOutlet UIView *animals;
! IBOutlet UIView *body;
! IBOutlet UIView *colors;
! IBOutlet UIView *clothes;
! IBOutlet UIView *drinks;
! IBOutlet UIView *feelings;!
! IBOutlet UIView *fruit;
! IBOutlet UIView *greetings;
! IBOutlet UIView *locating;
! IBOutlet UIView *place;
! IBOutlet UIView *professions;!
! IBOutlet UIView *vegetables;
! IBOutlet UIView *weather;!
! IBOutlet UIView *root;
! IBOutlet UIView *about;
!
We also need to configure the scroll, so if we are using more space than the available we 
can scroll down and see the rest of the information. We also add a button that is going to 
help us navigate, this is going to be a back button.
! IBOutlet UIScrollView *scrollView;
! IBOutlet UIButton *pop;
!
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Image 29 The RootViewController.H
In our RootViewController.m file we need to write the following.
- (void)viewDidLoad {
!
    [super viewDidLoad];
!
!
! array = [[NSMutableArray alloc] init];  
! [array addObject:@"Animals"];!
! [array addObject:@"Body"];
! [array addObject:@"Clothes"];
! [array addObject:@"Colors"];
! [array addObject:@"Drinks"];
! //[array addObject:@"E"];
! [array addObject:@"Feelings"];
! [array addObject:@"Fruit"];
! [array addObject:@"Greetings"];
! //[array addObject:@"H"];
! [array addObject:@"Locating"];!
! [array addObject:@"Place"];
! [array addObject:@"Professions"];!
! [array addObject:@"Vegetables"];!
! [array addObject:@"Weather"];!
!
! pop.hidden=YES;
This is going to be our list of categories that are going to appear in the tableView, we need 
to arrange them alphabetically, because the way we arrange them is the way they are 
going to appear.
We tell the tableView that the amount of cells is going to be the amount of arrays.
// Customize the number of rows in the table view.
- (NSInteger)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView numberOfRowsInSection:(NSInteger)section {
    return [array count];
}
We now proceed to configure the cell and assign to each sell the arrays to display.
// Customize the appearance of table view cells.
- (UITableViewCell *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath 
*)indexPath {
    
    static NSString *CellIdentifier = @"Cell";
    
    UITableViewCell *cell = [tableView dequeueReusableCellWithIdentifier:CellIdentifier];
    if (cell == nil) {
        cell = [[[UITableViewCell alloc] initWithStyle:UITableViewCellStyleDefault 
reuseIdentifier:CellIdentifier] autorelease];
    }
!cell.textLabel.text = [array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row];
!// Configure the cell.
!
!
    return cell;
}
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By now we have created the views, and we have assigned each cell an array, we also 
configured the scrollview and assign a back button. The next thing to do is to write an if 
algorithm. Here we are going to tell our application what to do if one of the cells is pushed.
- (void)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView didSelectRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath 
{
!
![tableView deselectRowAtIndexPath:indexPath animated:YES]; //To unselect the row we just 
selected
!
!/* Pushing views without a class, using it this way makes view switching much faster*/
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Animals"])
    {
! self.view = animals;!
! pop.hidden = NO;
!}
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Body"])
    {
! self.view = body;!
! pop.hidden = NO;
!}
	 While developing the application, my first approach was to create classes for each 
category. While building and running the application I noticed that it ran some slow, and 
the size of the application was considerably large. I decided to switch to pushing view 
without classes, this makes view switching much faster and the program is much smaller.
	 Most of the iPhone and iTouch applications have a loading view, I decided to add 
my own load view. To do this we need to add a framework called iAd.framework. We also 
need to create an image that is going to represent the loading view, this image has to be 
480-by-320 pixels and we need to save it as Default.png This image has to be added in 
the project.Then in the AppDelegate.m file we add the following line just after the 
didFinishLaunchingWithOptions line.
- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:
(NSDictionary *)launchOptions {    
    
![NSThread sleepForTimeInterval:3.0]; 
Image 23 Table View
Image 23 Table View
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Image 30 Adding a loading view
!
Project app: 
interface builder
	 We have created all the views in our app code, now we need to create them in the 
interface builder. With our  RootViewController.xib file open we drag all the views necessary 
from the Library tool. Each view will have also have a Navigation Bar a text view and 
banner view, we must also drag this elements into each view.
 Once the objects are added, we need to place them in the correct order and 
position. It’s important to say that all views must be linked to their File’s Owner similar. 
Previously we crated the views via code, and now we create the views via Interface 
Builder, and both views must be connected in order to work properly. When the user clicks 
a cell the cell will tell the program what view to display.
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Image 31 RootViewController.xib
Image 32 Interface Builder Library
 By right clicking over any View, one can access the Referencing Outlet options and 
then link with the File’s Owner icon. When the connection is done a pop up menu will 
appear offering the available options, a list of all the IBOutlets we previously declared.
The View can be fully edited, we can change 
the color, add a background, an image, 
sound, etc. All media files must be added in 
the Xcode under the Resources folder.
	 The position of all elements can be edited via 
code or can be edited with the Interface Builder. This 
is our primary view so we must make sure that we 
are  maximizing the space, adding to many elements 
may block part of our information and can make it 
complicated to understand. The main view of the 
application has a iAd banner at the bottom, this is a 
new feature added by Apple in its latest SDK 
software upgrade. The iAd banner has the same 
principle as the Google Adds and it is intended to help the developer generate revenue by 
adding advertising in its application. According to Apple 60% of the revenue generated will 
be for the developer and the rest 40% will be for Apple. The Revenue will be generated by 
the amounts of click a user does on the banner.
 When the iAd banner is clicked a new window will be displayed with 
rich media content. It’ll be like another application inside your application. 
The intention is to provide more than just a banner, trap the user inside the 
banner with rich media content and in some cases there are iAd providing 
games related to topic being advertised. 
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Image 34 main View of the app
Image 33 Referring Outlets
Image 35 iAD
 Once we finished configuring the views and adding all the media content we need, 
we may build and run our application to see how its going to work. This step is very 
important here we will detect if there is any flaw in our design or check if the applications 
doesn’t crash and work properly. The SDK comes with a iPhone/iTouch simulator that 
gives us a look and feel interface. All the features available in  the iPhone/iTunes are 
includes, accelerometer, one finger touch, two finger touch and the home button.
	 The image above is a sequence of screens the user is going to experience. The first 
screen to see is the  loading screen that is going to appear for approximately 3  seconds. 
The loading screen will display information about the app and some copyright statements. 
Next image is the app main window, this window is the table view with the categories 
listed in alphabetical order. Here the user will see a list of words representing different sets 
of vocabulary. Previously we configured the scroll option so that the user can browse the 
table view by scrolling with its finger along the table view. Once the user decides to see 
one of the categories and clicks one of the cells a different window will be displayed 
showing a list of words, left side in English and right side in Catalan, in case the list of 
words is longer than the available space the scrolling option is enabled. 
	 The app is intended to be free for any person willing to study catalan, as many free 
apps this one uses some of its main view space for advertising. All the views inside the 
app have a iAdd banner, when the banner is clicked a new window will take over the main 
app view displaying a new interface. The image above displays the Test Advertisement 
screen confirming the the framework is working.
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Image 36 Hierarchical view of the app
Result and 
Conclusions
	 The project was completely finished and fully tested, the final version runs perfectly 
inside all the iPhone versions, and adapted also to run under the iOS 4 environment. It has 
been a long way to see the project finalized and functioning. The total time spent at this 
project was around 4 months, it took 3  months to study and learn the technology and 
another month to start working on my application. Most of the applications tend to use a 
GPS features to post other users about their locations, however I did not find a good 
advantage for me. My applications does not requires the GPS features because it was 
designed  to be a quick reference. The user is meant to open the app and search for the 
word then close the app and continue his activity. Even if I do add a GPS to post other 
users about the location, most of the people studying catalan will be mainly in the same 
region, so posting where they are may sound not a very practical idea. Instead of posting 
the geographical idea. The last version has an important upgrade, a full edit option I added 
in all of the categories. The user is now capable of adding and erasing words from the list. 
This is will help the user keep learning new words and store them in a very organized way. 
A good feature that can be added is the possibility of posting this new words on a social 
network such as Facebook, users may post their friends about new words they have been 
learning. I may work on a future version that may include this social network option. 
	 My personal conclusions are quite positive, I did learned how to make my 
application do what I wanted to do, now that I do understand how it works and what is 
underneath I know what is the next thing I want to improve. Learning a new technology 
takes quite a lot of time, but is worth trying. Nowadays the competitive technological 
market demands that we learn and adapt  at the same pace as it evolves. As time passes 
by and we see new market opportunities we must also move towards does opportunities 
especially if we are newly graduated and the knowledge and curiosity is on our side. The 
Mobile Market is for sure one of these mutable markets that changes direction very fast. 
New devices appear with new functionalities and more players come into the battle to 
have a piece of the huge income they generate. 
	 This project is a good example of what it takes to  be part of an emerging and very 
competitive market, the skills and resources that must be put in to achieve good results as 
well as the problematic that is going to appear along the way. It was not easy at first to 
understand the technology it surely took quite some time of reading and practice. But one 
thing is for sure that technology becomes friendlier as times passes by. 
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	 Even the programming languages are more human like and more easy to 
understand. So the market may mutate and change directions as many times, a lot of new 
skills may be learned but just like that, an average engineering student can also catch up 
with all these challenges. And it is that understanding the problem and knowing what your 
abilities and your limitations is how you may come with a good strategy. 
	 This exercise also helped understand what is the reach of becoming a 
freelance .Creating your own market opportunities can also be a good solution for a very 
decadent economy that seems to fall down harder and harder. Employment has become a 
common issue shared by all countries. Localizing a potential market that matches your 
potential and your likes can be the solution to develop your professional profile. 
Good examples of this principle are most of the inhabitants of the Silicon Valley. The most 
known stories are those drop out students who dared to pursue their own ideas and 
values and created technologies that may become eternal factors in human life. 
	 The end of the project brings personal satisfaction and a new set of skills I may use 
for future projects. Building an application was quite a challenging project, facing new 
obstacles that demand from you extra effort are quite fruitful for your career and help build 
a better esteem that drives you to look for more challenges. Patience may be the best 
strategy to use and always works even when things don't work as expected. But at the 
end of any difficult task, looking back at all the effort you put on, the hard work and the 
endless moments of great frustration, consistency will always defeat any momentary 
failure.
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           Annex A
//
//  RootViewController.h
//  PhraseBook
//
//  Created by anuarlezama on 6/29/10.
//  Copyright __MyCompanyName__ 2010. All rights reserved.
//
#import <UIKit/UIKit.h>
@interface RootViewController : UIViewController <UITableViewDelegate, 
UITableViewDataSource> {
! NSMutableArray *array; 
! NSDictionary *words;
! IBOutlet UIView *animals;
! IBOutlet UIView *body;
! IBOutlet UIView *colors;
! IBOutlet UIView *clothes;
! IBOutlet UIView *drinks;
! IBOutlet UIView *feelings;!
! IBOutlet UIView *fruit;
! IBOutlet UIView *greetings;
! IBOutlet UIView *locating;
! IBOutlet UIView *place;
! IBOutlet UIView *professions;!
! IBOutlet UIView *vegetables;
! IBOutlet UIView *weather;!
! IBOutlet UIView *root;
! IBOutlet UIView *about;
!
!
! IBOutlet UIScrollView *scrollView;
! IBOutlet UIButton *pop;
!
!
}
@property (nonatomic, retain) NSDictionary *words;
-(IBAction)pop;
@end
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          Annex B
//
//  RootViewController.m
//  PhraseBook
//
//  Created by anuarlezama on 6/29/10.
//  Copyright __MyCompanyName__ 2010. All rights reserved.
//
#import "RootViewController.h"
@implementation RootViewController
@synthesize words;
#pragma mark -
#pragma mark View lifecycle
- (void)viewDidLoad {
!
    [super viewDidLoad];
!
!
! array = [[NSMutableArray alloc] init];  
! [array addObject:@"Animals"];!
! [array addObject:@"Body"];
! [array addObject:@"Clothes"];
! [array addObject:@"Colors"];
! [array addObject:@"Drinks"];
! //[array addObject:@"E"];
! [array addObject:@"Feelings"];
! [array addObject:@"Fruit"];
! [array addObject:@"Greetings"];
! //[array addObject:@"H"];
! [array addObject:@"Locating"];!
! [array addObject:@"Place"];
! [array addObject:@"Professions"];!
! [array addObject:@"Vegetables"];!
! [array addObject:@"Weather"];!
!
! pop.hidden=YES;
! !
!
!
! !
! !
!
!
! /*scrollview properties for the amount of scrolling and delegation*/
!
!
! //[scrollView setScrollEnabled:YES];
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! CGFloat scrollViewHeight = 0.0f;
! for (UIView* view in scrollView.subviews)
! {
! ! scrollViewHeight += view.frame.size.height;
! }
!
! [scrollView setContentSize:(CGSizeMake(320, scrollViewHeight))];
!
!
!
! /*
! [scrollView setContentSize:CGSizeMake(320,480)];
!  scrollView.delegate = self;
!  */
!
}
// Uncomment the following line to display an Edit button in the navigation bar for 
this view controller.
// self.navigationItem.rightBarButtonItem = self.editButtonItem;
-(IBAction)pop{
! self.view = root;
}
/*
- (void)viewWillAppear:(BOOL)animated {
    [super viewWillAppear:animated];
}
*/
/*
- (void)viewDidAppear:(BOOL)animated {
    [super viewDidAppear:animated];
}
*/
/*
- (void)viewWillDisappear:(BOOL)animated {
! [super viewWillDisappear:animated];
}
*/
/*
- (void)viewDidDisappear:(BOOL)animated {
! [super viewDidDisappear:animated];
}
*/
/*
 // Override to allow orientations other than the default portrait orientation.
- (BOOL)shouldAutorotateToInterfaceOrientation:(UIInterfaceOrientation)
interfaceOrientation {
! // Return YES for supported orientations.
! return (interfaceOrientation == UIInterfaceOrientationPortrait);
}
 */
#pragma mark -
#pragma mark Table view data source
// Customize the number of sections in the table view.
- (NSInteger)numberOfSectionsInTableView:(UITableView *)tableView {
    return 1;!!
}
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// Customize the number of rows in the table view.
- (NSInteger)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView numberOfRowsInSection:(NSInteger)
section {
    return [array count];
}
// Customize the appearance of table view cells.
- (UITableViewCell *)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView cellForRowAtIndexPath:
(NSIndexPath *)indexPath {
    
    static NSString *CellIdentifier = @"Cell";
    
    U I T a b l e V i e w C e l l * c e l l = [ t a b l e V i e w 
dequeueReusableCellWithIdentifier:CellIdentifier];
    if (cell == nil) {
        cell = [[[UITableViewCell alloc] initWithStyle:UITableViewCellStyleDefault 
reuseIdentifier:CellIdentifier] autorelease];
    }
! cell.textLabel.text = [array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row];
! // Configure the cell.
!
!
    return cell;
}
/*
// Override to support conditional editing of the table view.
- (BOOL)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView canEditRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)
indexPath {
    // Return NO if you do not want the specified item to be editable.
    return YES;
}
*/
/*
// Override to support editing the table view.
- ( v o i d ) t a b l e V i e w : ( U I T a b l e V i e w * ) t a b l e V i e w c o m m i t E d i t i n g S t y l e :
(UITableViewCellEditingStyle)editingStyle forRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)indexPath {
    
    if (editingStyle == UITableViewCellEditingStyleDelete) {
        // Delete the row from the data source.
        [tableView deleteRowsAtIndexPaths:[NSArray arrayWithObject:indexPath] 
withRowAnimation:UITableViewRowAnimationFade];
    }   
    else if (editingStyle == UITableViewCellEditingStyleInsert) {
        // Create a new instance of the appropriate class, insert it into the array, 
and add a new row to the table view.
    }   
}
*/
/*
// Override to support rearranging the table view.
- (void)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView moveRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)
fromIndexPath toIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)toIndexPath {
}
*/
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/*
// Override to support conditional rearranging of the table view.
- (BOOL)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView canMoveRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)
indexPath {
    // Return NO if you do not want the item to be re-orderable.
    return YES;
}
*/
#pragma mark -
#pragma mark Table view delegate
- (void)tableView:(UITableView *)tableView didSelectRowAtIndexPath:(NSIndexPath *)
indexPath {
! !
! [tableView deselectRowAtIndexPath:indexPath animated:YES]; //To unselect the row 
we just selected
!
! /* Pushing views without a class, using it this way makes view switching much 
faster*/
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Animals"])
    {
! ! self.view = animals;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Body"])
    {
! ! self.view = body;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Colors"])
    {
! ! self.view = colors;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Clothes"])
    {
! ! self.view = clothes;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Drinks"])
    {
! ! self.view = drinks;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }!
! !
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Feelings"])
    {
! ! self.view = feelings;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
! !
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Fruit"])
    {
! ! self.view = fruit;!
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
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if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Greetings"])
    {
! ! self.view = greetings;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
! !
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Locating"])
    {
! ! self.view = locating;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Place"])
    {
! ! self.view = place;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Professions"])
    {
! ! self.view = professions;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
!
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Vegetables"])
! {
! ! self.view = vegetables;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
if! ([[array objectAtIndex:indexPath.row] isEqual:@"Weather"])
! {
! ! self.view = weather;
! ! pop.hidden = NO;
! }
!
}
#pragma mark -
#pragma mark Memory management
- (void)didReceiveMemoryWarning {
    // Releases the view if it doesn't have a superview.
    [super didReceiveMemoryWarning];
    
    // Relinquish ownership any cached data, images, etc that aren't in use.
}
- (void)viewDidUnload {
    // Relinquish ownership of anything that can be recreated in viewDidLoad or on 
demand.
    // For example: self.myOutlet = nil;
}
- (void)dealloc {
! [array release];
    [super dealloc];
}
@end
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